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Abstract 

Eyewitness testimony is important to criminal investigations. Research has found that 

remembering is a process that can be distorted by various factors, such as how witnesses are 

interviewed. Further, prior research has also found that written statements taken by the 

investigator are not always accurate. The present study explored for what is believed the first 

time whether interviewing skills are associated with both how much correct verbal information 

is provided by witnesses and also the accuracy of written statements, using a sample of 30 

interviews conducted by serving professional investigators. We found greater inaccuracies at 

each of these two phases when interviewers were assessed as being less skilled, when compared 

to interviews conducted by their more highly rated counterparts. Interviewing skills thus appear 

important when interviewers attempt to gain accurate information from witnesses, and when 

they generate accurate written statements. Implications for policies, practice, and for future 

research, are discussed.  
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Introduction 

The long-held understanding is that information obtained from witnesses to a crime is 

often of great importance in influencing the course of criminal investigations and their 

outcomes (Coupe and Griffiths, 1996; Kebbell and Milne, 1998). As such, it is not surprising 

that eyewitness memory has been relatively well researched, particularly concerning factors 

that may influence a witness’s ability to communicate a comprehensive and reliable account 

about the crime event (see Meissner et al., 2007). Less is known, however, concerning the 

amount and accuracy of information gathered from witnesses and then transferred into their 

written statements. As such, the present exploratory study examines this matter from the details 

provided verbally by mock witnesses and that recorded manually in interviewer-generated 

statements that would (in practice) be produced for evidence in court.  

In England and Wales, although interviews with certain witnesses (e.g., those identified 

as vulnerable, such as children) are now video-recorded, most witness statements continue to 

be manually written, and almost always composed by investigating officers employed in the 

range of law enforcement agencies in that country from their interviews with witnesses. No 

empirical or statistical data is known to exist as to how often manually written statements are 

undertaken in practice (or indeed how many interviews are audio or video recorded). However, 

from the first author’s substantial prior professional experience, as well as his extensive 

academic expertise, such practices are known to be common place (much more so than audio 

or video recording of such interviews). This is in contrast to interviews with suspects in England 

and Wales, where all interviews are electronically recorded. A further difference is whereas 

police interviews with suspects are almost always undertaken in police stations, witness 

interviews might be carried out in a range of locations such as the workplace or in the home, 

where the technology to securely record such interviews is not regularly available. However, 
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distractions that can compromise the attention of both witness and interviewers often exist in 

such potentially problematic environments.  

It is also known to the research team that witnesses rarely challenge that which has been 

written on the statement by investigators, and research has found that a witness statement can 

be a co-construction between the police and the witness rather than the witness exclusively 

generating their own account (Rock, 2001). As such, these written accounts are dependent upon 

police officers recalling accurately what witnesses have said, while making judgments as to 

what they believe is most relevant to the investigation (e.g., Brunel and Py, 2013; Griffiths et 

al., 2011; Kebbell and Wagstaff, 1996; Köhnken et al., 1994). These data selection and 

communication processes has meant that certain crime details recalled by witnesses are not 

always transcribed (or transcribed inaccurately) by the police (Griffiths et al., 2011; Westera, 

et al., 2013).  Such embedded inaccuracies in witness statements may represent even greater 

obstacles in the investigator’s search for the truth than the diminished reports itself.  The present 

study, is the first (as far as we know) that examines together both how much the witness reports, 

and in turn, how much (and how accurately) such information is recorded in the interviewer-

written witness statement.  

Witness recall has been regularly found to be problematic in a plethora of studies (see 

Howe et al., 2018 for a recent review of memorial performance). While situational factors (such 

as the time and duration of a criminal incident) are beyond an investigators’ control, other 

matters may be managed by them. However, investigative interviewers have not always been 

found effective at eliciting information from witnesses (Fisher and Schreiber, 2007; Launay 

and Py, 2015). Techniques that have been argued to enhance the amount of information 

provided by witnesses have been developed, such as the cognitive interview (or CI; Fisher and 

Geiselman, 1992), and Conversation Management (or CM; Shepherd and Griffiths, 2021; Vrij 

et al., 2017; Walsh and Bull, 2010). Unfortunately, they are only rarely integrated into police 
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training programs around the world (Fisher and Schreiber, 2007; Memon et al., 2010). As such, 

interviewers may be oblivious to the existence of useful tools available to them, or they are 

reluctant to use them because they are not properly trained in their use. Where such research 

has been conducted there is a tendency to examine either one or just a few interviewing skills 

(e.g., see Bowles and Sharman, 2014, whose review examined the effects of leading questions 

on witness reports).  Only a few studies (e.g., Clarke and Milne, 2001; Griffiths et al., 2011) 

have examined interviewers’ skill levels, when attempts are to gather comprehensive accounts 

from adult witnesses (that is, those thought most likely to witness a crime, see Clarke and Milne, 

2001). Even when they have been trained, these authors found that investigators do not always 

undertake such witness interviews skilfully. Underlying the importance of interview skills to 

interview outcomes, Walsh and Bull (2010) found an association between interviewer skills 

and the comprehensiveness and quality of information elicited from interviewees. 

The investigative interview is a complex social interaction during which an investigator 

is obligated to systematically search for the truth (Oxburgh and Dando, 2011). For retrieving 

information from co-operative witnesses or victims, the CI protocol is widely accepted as one 

that can enhance memory recall in terms of accuracy and detail quantity (Dando et al., 2009; 

Verkampt and Ginet, 2010). The CI protocol is composed of procedures and mnemonic 

instructions (Fisher et al., 2010). For example, rapport building, when developed and 

maintained, has been found to be associated with more complete and accurate information from 

interviewees (Walsh and Bull, 2012). Rapport building may include interviewers offering 

friendly greetings of the witness and explaining the interview purpose, while providing 

instructions to enable witnesses to understand what is expected of them (see Griffiths and 

Milne, 2010).  Care should also be taken when questioning witnesses, since interviewers 

providing misleading information or suggestive questioning can lead to interviewees 

incorporating false details into their accounts (Dickson and Hargie, 2006; Wright et al., 2015). 
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Further, interviewers should ask questions that avoid short answers, and witnesses should be 

allowed to give their responses without interruption (Fisher and Geiselman, 1992). Witnesses 

should be advised to report everything since, as noted, they may withhold information, not 

realizing its investigative importance (Fisher et al., 2010).  

The CI protocol, as noted, also includes mnemonic instructions, which are essentially, 

other fundamental and important techniques that have been found to improve memorial recall, 

such as ‘context reinstatement’, where the interviewer encourages the witness to mentally 

recreate the event in terms of reliving their original sensations, emotions, and cognitions 

(Tulving and Thompson, 1973). Yet another technique (change perspective) involves 

requesting the witness to recall the event from the emotional, sensory or cognitive perspectives 

experienced at the time of the event (Fisher et al., 2010). Finally, requesting the witness to recall 

the event in a different temporal order may help them to elicit previously overlooked details 

(Griffiths and Milne, 2010).  

Although promising results for the CI have been found in the laboratory (see Memon, 

Meissner, and Fraser, 2010), field studies have found problems in its application in practice, 

such as those relating to investigators’ concerns with the time required to undertake the entire 

protocol (Davis et al., 2005; Milne and Bull, 1999). Additionally, it has been found that police 

officers’ application of the CI is often patchy, since some of its constituent procedural 

components are not always implemented, or insufficient instructions are given to the 

interviewee (Clarke and Milne, 2001; Dando et al., 2008; Kebbell et al., 1999; Wright and 

Alison, 2004).  These findings may be associated with the assumption that police officers tend 

to favour techniques that they perceive as the most effective interviewing components (Milne 

and Bull, 1999). Problems also have been found to persist with questioning techniques, with 

the overuse of leading and closed question types (and the underuse of open questions) leading 

to incomplete and inaccurate information witness accounts (Griffiths et al., 2011; Oxburgh et 
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al., 2010; Powell et al., 2005). An adaptation of the CI protocol was explored by Dando et al. 

(2008), who found that witnesses (after being asked to draw a sketch map of what they had 

seen) reported significantly more accurate details than those witnesses who were asked either 

to report everything or undertake context re-instatement. Moreover, prior research (e.g., 

Griffiths et al., 2011; Walsh and Bull 2015) has found that that asking appropriate questions 

(such as open ones), and avoiding inappropriate question types (such as leading or closed ones) 

is insufficient as a questioning strategy to gain maximum information. Simply put, the use of 

open questions and the avoidance of certain others as a strategy does not in itself guarantee the 

acquisition of a detailed and reliable verbal account from interviewees. That is, a skilled and 

appropriate questioning strategy involves commencing each sub-topic within an interview with 

an open question (prefixed by instructions such as ‘tell, explain or describe’), followed by (i0 

probing ones (who, what, when, where, why and how), and (ii) appropriate closed ones (used 

merely to confirm or clarify what has already been said by the interviewee). Such an appropriate 

questioning strategy is more likely to gain the comprehensive level of accurate details that is 

the prescribed goal of investigative interviewing see Shepherd and Griffiths, 2021 for a fuller 

description of skilled questioning strategies, and more widely, skilled investigative 

interviewing).    

Studies have also found that when interviewers overlook the use of an opening 

questioning style (or are inattentive as to what the witness has said) inaccuracy occurs between 

what is manually recorded on witnesses’ statements compared to what witnesses stated in 

interviews (Hyman Gregory et al., 2011; Köhnken et al., 1994; Westera et al., 2013). Such 

omissions, which are potentially valuable to the investigation of the crime, may be due to 

investigators’ tendency to select specific information from interviews (which they believe is 

relevant), constructing their own meaning to develop an account (Wright and Alison, 2004). 

Kebbell and Wagstaff (1997) found in their survey that police officers stated that they had as 
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objectives, when undertaking witness interviews, namely to (i) identify the details pertaining to 

what happened; (ii) identify what, if any, crimes have been committed (and, if so, by whom); 

(iii) gather evidence that enables any potential false alibis and the like to be overcome; and (iv) 

determining the witness’s credibility.  

The present study  

Research conducted on investigative interviews with suspects has found a positive 

association between interviewer skill levels and the subsequent completeness of accounts given 

by interviewees (Walsh and Bull, 2010), however studies examining interviewing in practice 

are still rare; therefore, knowledge concerning effective interviewing still remains incomplete 

(Walsh and Bull, 2015). As such, in the present study, it is our hypothesis that when 

interviewers skilfully undertake various tactics and present exemplary behaviours (as assessed, 

for example, by Walsh and Bull, 2010;2012; 2015) there is an association with the gaining of 

more accurate verbal accounts from witnesses. Given that there have been no prior studies 

concerning skill levels of interviewers and their written statements, proxied for witnesses, we 

chose not to offer any hypothesis concerning such associations. In sum, the study examines any 

linkages between (i) accuracy of information recalled by witnesses; (ii) accuracy of information 

recorded by investigators in the written witness statements; and (iii) investigators’ interviewing 

skills. 

Method 

Participants and materials 

After receiving ethical approval from the first author’s home university, over three days, 

we observed 35 mock witnesses being interviewed by professional investigators from a small 

UK law enforcement agency.  These witnesses had earlier watched one of nine different videos 

of either simulated or actual crime scenes that had been randomly allocated to them and shown 

to them no more than two hours earlier before the interview took place. As this number of crime 
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scene videos were used over the three days, we better ensured no participants (whether 

interviewers or witnesses), possessed any prior knowledge of the crime scene with which they 

were to be involved in either role.   

Each video was around 2 minutes 30 seconds in length and were sourced either from 

law enforcement training materials (n=6) or from YouTube clips2. A range of different 

simulated or actual crimes were involved including road rage, theft or violence against the 

person, gun crime, and a terrorist incident. All videos showed the scenes from a bystander’s 

perspective, situated quite close to the incident, except for one of the video clips that was shown 

from the perspective of the helmet camera of a cyclist who was physically assaulted. The agency 

involved did not investigate those crimes involved in the stimuli materials. 

The mock witnesses were colleagues largely drawn from the same agency as the 

investigators, being either specialist support or administrative staff based at the agency’s 

headquarters (where both the training and the mock interviews also took place). In addition to 

these staff, four colleagues of the first author’s home university also acted as witnesses. No 

mock witness, undertook their role more than once in the research. Witnesses were advised that 

they would each watch a randomly allocated short video clip, on a lap top, and that they would 

then be interviewed shortly afterwards about their recall of what they saw. While the four 

University colleagues were not known to the interviewers prior their interviews, the remaining 

interviews were conducted with those mock witnesses with whom they had (to one extent or 

another) existing working relationships.  

Of the 35 interviews that were conducted with the witnesses, five were removed from 

the analysis due to (i) two interviews lasting less than eight minutes, found to be insufficient 

time to undertake meaningful analysis of the entire range of dimensions that were measured3; 

 
2 These materials can be requested from the first author  

 
3 By interview, we mean not just the account gathering phase (i.e., questions and answers), but that of its entirety from its 

commencement, involving (for example) introductions, stating interview purpose, and general rapport building, in addition to 
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(ii) two interviews being video-recorded only partially (due to equipment failure); and (iii) one 

of the investigators being unable to participate fully owing to unforeseen circumstances. 30 

interviews were thus left for analysis. Eighteen in the final sample of thirty witnesses were 

females, and all witnesses were aged between 24-59 years old. 

With regard to the interviewers, all were serving professionals in that agency. Twenty 

of those 30 personnel each advised that they had ten years or more investigative experience 

(also stating that they had each conducted over 200 witness interviews). Seven investigators 

stated that they each had between 5-9 years’ experience (and had each conducted between 100-

200 witness interviews), with a further two reported possessing between 3-5 years’ experience 

each (who stated that they had each conducted between 50-100 witness interviews). The 

remaining colleague had between 1-2 years’ experience, and had undertaken around 10-15 

interviews with witnesses.  All participants were adults known to be at least 30 years of age. 

Eleven of the interviewers in the final sample were female.  

All of the investigators were known to have received witness training once earlier in 

their career, that included training in CM techniques and the CI protocol. It is quite possible 

that some had practised some of these techniques only very rarely. Field studies (e.g., Clarke 

and Milne, 2001; Griffiths and Milne, 2006: Kebbell et al., 1999; Walsh and Bull, 2010, Walsh 

et al., 2017) have found that officers do not always undertake tasks that they have been trained 

to undertake, particularly if they find that these techniques (in their own estimation) are of little 

or no value to the interview aims of information gathering (or are perceived as too demanding 

to undertake and are thus avoided). Since for many investigators their original training would 

have been delivered several years earlier, in the week prior to the study being conducted, each 

of them received a half-day refresher training concerning the conduct of witness interviews 

delivered by a highly experienced former police trainer.  In brief, this training included 

 
the interview closure (where the interviewer provides a final summary of the interview, advice may be given as to what happens 

next and asking if the interviewee if there is anything further needed to be mentioned).  
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instruction on certain techniques that are required to effectively undertake the CM approach, 

the CI protocol, effective note-taking, and reminders about the use of the ADVOKATE 

mnemonic4.   

Procedure  

In the week following that refresher training, each participant then interviewed one of 

the mock witnesses, following their typical practices when interviewing. Whether witness or 

interviewer, they were asked not to discuss what they saw with anyone else during the exercise.  

Each witness was interviewed on a solitary occasion. Participants had been instructed 

during their refresher training to make notes of what the witness said in the interview. All of 

them acknowledged in any event that they took notes when conducting witness interviews in 

the field. Further, the investigators stated that in their practice they tended to write manual 

statements for witnesses, unless they believed that a witness was vulnerable. In that case they 

would audio-record the interview. In the research, we ensured no mock witness would be 

viewed as vulnerable.  

Each of the 30 interviews with each witness included for analysis took place within two 

hours after watching the crime scene video (each interview being video recorded). Due to the 

time constraints interviewers were told that they had a maximum of an hour to interview each 

witness (reckoned to be quite sufficient time to comfortably undertake the task). In fact, these 

interviews lasted between 14 minutes to 29 minutes (M = 23.00, SD = 4.73). Interviewers were 

also advised by the first author that once they had obtained as much information as they believed 

they needed from witnesses (or when they felt that that the witness could not provide more 

information) they were then to write the witness statement, consult from the witness as to 

 
4 ADVOKATE refers to a judicial ruling in England and Wales that stated that interviews should include details of the (a) Amount of time the 

witness observed the incident; (b) details of physical Distance from the incident; (c) how Visible was the incident; (d) was the observation 

impeded by any Obstruction?' (e) did the witness Know (or had seen anyone involved before;  (f) Any reason to remember, if seen before (but 

only occasionally)? (g) how much Time has elapsed since seeing the incident?; (h) Error or material discrepancy – Is there any difference 
between description given and persons known to the investigation. Officers in England and Wales are trained to use this in witness interviews. 
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agreeing its contents, and then later hand it to the first author.  Their statements were found not 

to follow any particular template, but often were ones that were chronologically ordered.   

Analytical strategy  

Phase I: Comparing accuracy of witnesses’ verbal recall to the video stimuli 

The analyses consisted of three phases. In the first phase, having video-recorded the 

witness interviews, a Research Assistant (RA), trained by the first author, independently 

examined the sample of video-recorded witness interviews. The information provided by each 

of the 30 witnesses in the interviews were coded for accuracy (correctly recalled information), 

incorrect (e.g., saying that the car was blue when it was red) or confabulated (e.g., mentioning 

a detail or occurrence that was neither present nor happened), following Dando et al. (2008). 

From these details an accuracy rate was developed (i.e., number of correct details given by the 

witness, when compared to the overall accurate/inaccurate/confabulated details provided, after 

comparison to the video stimuli). Any details mentioned more than once were only noted on its 

first instance. This sample were subjected to inter-rater reliability measures, from a random 

sample of eight interviews (i.e., 27%) examined at random by the first author, finding strong 

inter-rater agreement (see Table 1). 

 

 

 

Phase II: Comparing interviewers’ written statements to witness’ verbal recall  

In the second phase of the analyses, a further trained RA independently examined the 

sample of the 30 written witness statements (as written by the interviewer), comparing these 

statements to witnesses’ verbal recall from the recorded interview. The same codifications of 

accuracy, inaccuracy, and confabulation were those employed in the first phase. However, on 

this occasion the coding was that of similarities and differences between what the witness 

reported in the interview (regardless of their faithfulness to that of the original video stimuli) 

and what the interviewer recorded in the written statement. Accuracy rates were again 
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developed. The rate referred, firstly, to the number of details given by the witness, regardless 

as to whether these details were accurate/inaccurate/confabulated when compared to the stimuli. 

We then examined the written statement to establish how faithfully the interviewer reproduced 

what the witness had verbally reported. Our accuracy rate then was that of the overall 

accurate/inaccurate/confabulated details provided by the witness, comparing them to the 

accurate/inaccurate/confabulated and omitted details on the written statement as manually 

recorded by the interviewer.  Since we had a video recording of the witness interview, we were 

able to examine what not only had been transposed to the written witness statement either 

correctly/incorrectly, but also, what had been omitted to be transposed by the interviewer. As 

these details might well be important these too were recorded as errors. The first author also 

examined eight of this sample (i.e., 27%), blind of the RA’s ratings), obtaining highly suitable 

levels of inter-rater agreement (see Table 1). 

 

Insert Table 1 Here  

 

Phase III: Assessing skill levels of interviewers from the interview recordings  
 

 In the final phase, the first author analysed the recordings of the 30 witness interviews 

(blind at the time of its undertaking of the accuracy rates conducted in Phases 1 and 2), using a 

multi-itemed instrument of measurement to assess interviewer skills, developed from other 

published studies (i.e., Clarke and Milne, 2001; Walsh and Bull, 2010- see Appendix 1).  In 

brief, the instrument noted the gender of both the interviewer/interviewee and interview 

duration, whether the interviewer performed interview tasks such as (at the start of the 

interview) recording the time and date, identifying those present, and the interview’s location. 

Additionally, (at the end of the interview) whether the witness was asked if they wished to 

modify their verbal account, informed how to provide any extra information later, should they 
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recall something further, and whether the time of the interview ceased was noted.  The 

instrument also included several measurements on an ascending five-point scale (where a score 

of ‘1’ denoted unskilled, or poor, performance, and ‘5’ referred to a highly-skilled performance) 

relating to interview tasks and behaviours as well as for overall interview performance (see 

Table 3). These tactics/behaviours were compiled from field studies concerning interview skills 

of trained officers in England and Wales (Clarke and Milne, 2001; Soukara et al., 2009; Walsh 

and Bull, 2010). Following Clarke and Milne (2001), a rating of ‘3’ (satisfactory) on each of 

the dimensions was the minimum acceptable score. As such, ratings that fell beneath that figure 

were categorised as below acceptable standards in relation to that tactic/behavioural 

performance. The instrument also asked as to whether a sketch map was invited/undertaken and 

also which components of the (i) CI protocol were conducted; and (ii) ADVOKATE mnemonic 

were requested. No single dimension on the instrument was given added weighting.  

A colleague of the first author, the highly experienced former police trainer was trained 

in the rating scale by the first author. He then independently measured 33% of the sample (n = 

10). Table 2 demonstrates that the levels of concordance between these two raters varied 

between moderate to perfect agreement (Landis and Koch, 1977).  

The first author compared interviewers’ skill levels and compared them to the accuracy 

rates of both the witnesses’ recall and the subsequent interviewer-generated written witness 

statements.  

 

Insert Table 2 here  

Results 

Overview of findings 

In all 30 interviews, we found that the investigators stated the interview’s (i) date; (ii) 

start/finish times; (iii) location, and also asked the witness to identify themselves. In 73% of the 
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interviews (n = 22) witnesses were asked at the end of the interview if they wished to add or 

modify any part of their verbal account. However, in only 30% of the interviews (n = 9) did 

interviewers provide witnesses with a final summary. However, in each of these nine cases 

witnesses were then invited to make modifications. No witnesses, however, made any 

modifications.  Results from each of the three phases of the analyses will now be presented in 

sequence.  

Phase I: Comparing accuracy of witnesses’ verbal recall to the video stimuli  

 In this phase we found, across the corpus of 30 interviews (and the nine crime scene 

videos), an accuracy rate (correct information/correct, incorrect and confabulated information) 

of M = 87.67% (SD = 10.37), ranging between 52.63% and 100%. Table 3 provides the number 

of accurate, inaccurate and confabulated details provided by each witness. We also examined 

whether there was any correlation between the length of the interviewers’ experience and 

witness accuracy rates, finding only a weak relationship, r = -.13, n = 30, p = 0.49.   

Insert Table 3 here  

 

Phase II: Comparing accuracy of written witness statements to that what witness reports 

in the recorded witness interview 

In the second phase of the analysis, a trained RA (unaware of the research aims) 

independently examined the sample of the written witness statements, employing the same 

percentage measures of accuracy, inaccuracy, and confabulation as in the study’s first phase 

(though on this occasion after comparing the written statement solely to the witness interview). 

We found the mean accuracy rate of the statements written by the investigator was 86.78% (SD 

= 10.35), when measured against what was stated by the witness during their interview (in the 

range of 52.38% to 100%). As such, all witness statements bar one possessed differences 

between what was written by the investigator and what was reported by the witness, with 20% 
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of those statements possessing accuracy rates of less than 80%, a figure we have used as the 

minimum tolerance level, though in 60% of our sample the accuracy rate did not attain 90%.  

We again examined the data to determine whether there was any correlation between the length 

of the interviewers’ experience and the accuracy of the witness statements, finding what 

amounted to no relationship whatsoever, r = -.001, n = 30, p = 1.0.  

 

Phase III: Assessing skill levels of interviewers 

In the third phase of the data analysis, the first author analysed the sample of interviews 

with the witnesses to assess interviewer skills and behaviours on the ascending 5-point rating 

scale (See Table 4).  The overall mean rating for interview skill for the entire sample was 2.90 

(SD = 0.84). We also examined the data to establish whether there was any relationship between 

the length of interviewers’ experience and their overall skill levels, finding only there was only 

a small correlation, r = -.18, n = 30, p = 0.34, accounting for just 3% of the variance. 

Insert Table 4 here  

Comparing interviewer skills (Phase III) against accuracy of witnesses’ verbal recall (Phase I) 

Following Walsh and Bull (2010), the individual ratings of investigators were then 

dichotomised between those assessed as either unskilled/poor or unsatisfactory scores, falling 

beneath the accepted level of performance (scores of ‘1’ and 2’on the rating scale) and those at 

or above the accepted level of performance (classified as ‘3’, ‘4’ or ‘5’, or satisfactory, good or 

highly skilled respectively). Table 5 shows that those with higher overall interview skills on 

average obtained more accurate accounts than those rated as less skilled. This analysis found 

that 18 of the 26 tasks/behaviours measured on the ascending five-point Likert scale fell below 

the median score on the scale, with four of these being viewed as either ‘poor’ and none over 

the sample gaining a mean score that would be rated as ‘good’ or ‘highly skilled’.   
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We further found that in those interviews, where witnesses provided an accuracy rate of 

at least 80% (a figure we offer as the minimum tolerance of error in their verbal recall), 95% of 

their interviewers were rated as at or above expected standards of proficiency in their overall 

interviewing skills. The corresponding figure for those interviewers who were assessed overall 

as below acceptable standards (where the verbal accuracy rate of witnesses fell below 80%) 

was much less (i.e., 55%). The relationship between these variables was found to be significant, 

X2 (1, N = 30) = 4.47, p = <.05. 

 From Table 5, it can be seen that in only two of the dimensions measured did the lesser 

skilled interviewers obtain more accurate information than their higher skilled counterparts. In 

one of those instances (i.e., providing final summary) the difference was marginal, while in the 

case of the task of keeping the witness to the relevant topics more information was obtained 

from the least skilled interviewers (though not significantly so). Further analysis revealed that 

those interviews where the interviewer asked the witness to undertake all three steps of (i) 

reporting everything; (ii) re-instating mental context; and (iii) drawing a sketch map of the 

criminal incident (n = 20) resulted in an accuracy rate of  M = 92.30% (SD = 4.45), whereas 

when interviewers conducted any two (or fewer) of these three steps (n =10) the accuracy rate 

was found to be M = 78.39% (SD = 12.30), a significant difference; t(28) = 3.09, p = <.05, d = 

1.17. Moreover, overall interviewer skills levels were assessed as M = 3.15 (SD = 0.81) in the 

former group (i.e., those undertaking all the ‘three steps’), as opposed to overall interviewer 

skill levels being rated as M = 2.40 (SD = 0.70) among the latter group of interviewers (though 

such difference in skill levels between these two groups was not found significant; p = 0.96). 

Table 5 also shows, following Cohen (1988), that effect sizes in 15 of the 26 dimensions 

measured would be regarded as strong, with just six viewed as fragile, the remaining five being 

of moderate strength.    

Insert Table 5 about here 
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Table 6 presents data that reflects the frequency of tasks that were undertaken in the 

analysed sample, pertaining to the CI protocol and the ADVOKATE instructions5, in addition 

to the invitation to the witness to draw their recall of what happened. Table 3 also shows that 

the majority of investigators undertook several of the tasks associated with helping memorial 

performance of witnesses. At the same time, there were also tasks (i.e., change either temporal 

order or perspective, asking if there were any errors in the recall) that were undertaken only 

rarely. However, as can be seen from Table 6 there was a general neglect of the ADVOKATE 

questions. Only 13% (n = 4) of investigators undertook four or more items, with the same 

number undertaking either one or none of the ADVOKATE items, while a further 63% (n = 19) 

undertook to ask just two items. In 90% of those instances (n = 17) the two questions that 

witnesses were asked concerned their distance from the criminal event and the lapse of time 

between that event and the subsequent interview).  

Insert Table 6 about here  

 

Comparing interviewer skill levels (Phase III) to written statement accuracy (Phase II) 

Table 7 presents results when comparing interviewer skills levels conducted in the 

witness interviews against these manually recorded accuracy rates. Significant differences were 

found between interviewers’ skill levels and their written statement accuracy. These replicated 

exactly the same dimensions as those previously reported when measuring interviewers’ skill 

levels and witnesses’ verbal recall accuracy. This was also the case after measuring overall 

interview skills and comparing these to the accuracy of the written statement.  Effect sizes, as 

can be seen in Table 7, were strong in 14 of the 26 dimensions measured, with a further nine 

assessed as medium strength. Only three would be regarded as small ones.   

Insert Table 7 about here  

 
5 See footnote 4 for an explanation of this mnemonic and its importance to the witness interview  
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After conducting an analysis of those written statements, where the interviewer had 

earlier asked the witness to undertake all three steps of (i) reporting everything; (ii) re-instating 

mental context; and (iii) drawing a sketch map of the criminal incident (n = 20) an accuracy 

rate was found of M = 90.40% (SD = 6.67). In contrast, when interviewers had earlier conducted 

any two (or fewer) of these three steps (n =10) the accuracy of the written statements was found 

to be M = 79.53% (SD = 12.79), a significant difference; t(28) = 4.45, p = <.05, d = 1.68.  

Finally, having examined how accurately (i) the witness provided a verbal account (by 

comparing that account to the video stimuli); and (ii) the interviewer completed the written 

statement (when compared to what the witness reported in the interview), we found an 

aggregated accuracy rate of M  = 76.99% (SD = 15.81), in the range of 27.57% to 95.65%. That 

is, on average 23% of the details that were in the written statements were inaccurate either 

through recall errors made by witnesses (i.e., providing incorrect/confabulated details) or by 

errors made by interviewers (i.e., incorrect/confabulated/omitted details). It is understood that 

that witness errors are not necessarily caused by interviewers (and indeed may not be at all). It 

is well chronicled in the eyewitness literature the many reasons for witness failing to report 

accurately what they have seen. However, interviewing skills were found in the present study 

associated with more accurate witness recall and more accurate written witness statements. 

Specifically, for those investigators (n = 21), whose overall interview skill levels were assessed 

as at or above acceptable levels of performance, the aggregated accuracy rate of phases 1 and 

2 of the study was revealed to be M = 82.31% (SD = 10.54). The corresponding accuracy figure 

for those investigators whose skill levels were assessed as below those acceptable performance 

levels (n = 9), was found to be M = 64.57% (SD = 19.48), a significant difference; t(28) = 3.25, 

p = <.05, d = 1.23.  
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Discussion 

In the present study (alike many prior studies) we measured initially witnesses’ verbal 

recall for its accuracy. However, this study differed from those earlier ones since (with the same 

cohort of mock witnesses) we also examined the accuracy of subsequent interviewer-generated 

statements. That is, we emulated common field practices where these witness statements (in the 

vast majority of instances) are well known to the researchers as those that are manually 

compiled by interviewers. We hypothesised that there would be an association between 

interviewing skills and information accuracy verbally reported by witnesses in interviews. 

Our findings, reinforced by consistently strong effect sizes, support our hypothesis that 

this accuracy rate was generally higher across the range of assessed tasks and behaviours when 

interviewers performed more skilfully. This was also found to be the case when we examined 

the accuracy of the written witness statements finding that more skilled interviewers produced 

more accurate witness statements. Overall interviewing skills were significantly associated with 

higher accuracy rates of information, in both the witnesses’ verbal recall and the investigator-

generated witness statements. Further, in interviews conducted by those investigators rated as 

least skilled, the accuracy rate was less than 2/3 on average in those cases. These findings follow 

similar patterns from previously conducted research (e.g., Walsh and Bull, 2010; 2012; 2015) 

whose field studies consistently found an association between skill levels and completeness of 

information. Together, these series of studies (when combined with the present one) lend weight 

to the belief that interview skills are not a luxury, but a necessity to the gaining of accurate and 

comprehensive accounts from interviewees; being the aim of prescribed information gathering 

models in which investigators are trained throughout the UK.  

However, regardless of skill levels, we also found in every case in the sample (except 

one) the content of the written statements decreased in accuracy, when compared to what the 

witnesses stated during their interviews, and that in more than half the sample of interviews in 
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the present study the accuracy rate was less than 90%. Moreover, whether skilled or unskilled, 

certain interviewing tactics, such as questioning witnesses using the entire ADVOKATE 

procedure, were never seen in the study (and the full CI protocol was only followed once). As 

such, we remained unaware in the present study of the effects of their full usage on witness 

accuracy (although the CI has long been found in many other studies to promote increased and 

accurate witness reports, Memon et al., 2010). Notwithstanding these absences in the present 

study, when interviewers used report everything and the mental re-instatement of context (and 

also the sketch map), both skill levels and accuracy rates significantly increased.   

Inaccurate written statements have been explained in prior studies (e.g., Brunel and Py, 

2013; Griffiths et al., 2011; Kebbell and Wagstaff, 1996; Köhnken et al., 1994) as that related 

to police officers making judgments concerning the relevance and importance of information 

to the case, discriminating between details to make their own determinations concerning what 

should be recorded. However, the present study did not examine omissions on the written 

statement based on any relevance, but examined inaccuracies when compared to witness 

reports. Inaccuracies in written statements may also be connected to the memorial performance 

of the investigator, given what we understand as to the capability of working memory (Baddeley 

and Hitch, 1974).  In short, interviewers find it highly challenging to remember everything 

accurately that a witness says, particularly when they perform other demanding tasks 

simultaneously. It should not be surprising that these cognitive demands placed upon 

investigators often leads to abridged, inaccurate and/or distorted versions being created in the 

written witness statements (Köhnken, 1994). It has been found that investigators may react to 

such cognitive demands by using more closed and leading questions (Westera et al., 2011). 

Such questioning strategies are known to yield fewer (and less accurate) details (Dickson and 

Hargie, 2006). We also found that those interviewers obtaining more accurate accounts were 

rated significantly more skilful in their questioning strategies.  
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When interviewers read back statements, they have written from the verbal information 

provided to them, it might be expected that witnesses might contest inaccuracies. We found this 

did not occur in our study, similar to findings in prior research (Rock, 2001). Whether such 

acceptance of incorrect statements by witnesses is due to fatigue at the end of the interview, 

power differentials in police interviews or due to witnesses being socially acquiescent, trusting 

the interviewer to have recorded accurately what they have reported, any inaccuracies can lead 

to problems later in the criminal justice process. The written statement remains important to 

both criminal investigations and the prosecution of a case. As such, inconsistencies between 

that statement and that which a witness provides in court may well be used to discredit their 

testimony. In these circumstances, perhaps all witness interviews should be either audio or 

video recorded so that a permanent and faithful record is made, rather than the attenuated ones 

found in the present study (and also in preceding ones, e.g., Hyman Gregory et al., 2011; 

Köhnken et al., 1994; Westera et al., 2013). Recording of interviews at least provides greater 

confidence that all details reported by witness will be preserved.  Electronic recording of 

interviews may well create more transparency (Rock, 2001).  However, they may also bring 

other challenges. For example, logically arranged witness statements written by investigators, 

though more deficit in their accuracy, are likely much easier to process than audio or video-

recorded interviews where the witness may well recall details in a more random manner 

(Westera et al., 2011). Nevertheless, the use of body worn cameras by police officers to gather 

first accounts from victims and witnesses upon arrival at a crime scene have been developments 

generally viewed as having positive benefits.   

Self-authored witness statements may be another alternative. However, they too will be 

problematised by similar issues of a lack of structure in recall, which would only be 

compounded by any limitations of witness illiteracy. Notwithstanding these concerns, the self-

administered interview (SAI) framework has seen some promising results in trials (see Horry 
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et al., 2021). However, the SAI has only ever been intended as a prelude to a more typical 

witness interview, and not a replacement. Ultimately, we argue that such solutions will only 

serve to mask shortfalls in interviewing skills.  

Limitations and future directions  

This was an exploratory study, containing a corpus of 30 interviews. Clearly, more 

research needs to be undertaken before we can safely draw firm conclusions. At the same time, 

however, the witness interviews were subjected to in-depth analyses, and the study contained 

several phases including the comparison between accuracy rates between written statements 

and verbal recall during criminal investigations. Further, all the interviews were conducted by 

trained and (in the majority of cases) highly experienced professional investigators. While we 

found no relationship between interviewers’ experience and their exhibited skill levels when 

interviewing witnesses, (indicating that belief in experience as a sole means to elevate skill 

levels is a mistaken one), the use of such practitioners in the study does provide greater 

confidence in the study’s applicability to practice, when compared to the majority of laboratory 

studies who do not use such professionals as interviewers. Our initial findings then may prompt 

researchers when conducting experimental research into witness memory to consider measuring 

how skilfully mock witnesses are interviewed, when reporting the accuracy of eyewitness 

accounts since we found that skill levels was significantly associated with witness (and indeed 

witness statement) accuracy. 

The matter that there were nine videos as stimuli may be viewed as another limitation. 

The usage of nine videos very probably reduced the chances considerably of either the 

interviewers or all but four of the witnesses (all employed in the same small law enforcement 

agency) knowing in advance what crime scene their role involved. Such information may well 

have become more likely known had we used just the one crime scene, where informal 

conversations between colleagues in that agency over the period of the conducted experiment 
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may well have alerted others yet to be involved of what to expect. Nevertheless, there may well 

be variation in videos that prompted more memorable details than others, possibly prompted, 

say, by an increased emotional valence. Neither did we control for any individual differences 

that may have existed amongst witnesses. Ultimately however, this study was not a focus purely 

on memorial performance, but more importantly if (and what way) recall was associated (even 

affected) by interviewer skills. As such, however much or little a witness recalls, our study 

found increased amounts of accurate details were recalled in interviews conducted more 

skilfully. More, in these particular interviews, the written statements were found to be more 

faithful to the verbal content provided by witnesses. This may well be because more skilful 

interviewers tend to be those more attentive to what the witness says when conducting 

interviews. Our findings revealed that more accurate reports and statements were associated 

with significantly higher rated active listening skills.  

Another limitation concerns mock witnesses in the present study who may well have 

been more attentive than might be the case in real-life settings, since they were given prior 

instructions that they were about to view a criminal incident about which they would later be 

asked to provide a recall (and were thus likely to be better prepared and task-focussed). It is 

true that the accuracy rates found in the study represent higher ones that usually found in 

research. The matter that our witnesses were those who, in their professional lives, undertake 

duties associated with criminal investigations (or, in the case of our university colleagues, were 

familiar with criminal investigations) might have led to these higher rates of verbal recall. 

However, as noted, this study concerned the connected matters of skills level and witness 

accuracy (and not just the latter). Such a potentially confounding variable as the status of our 

witnesses may suggest that real-life witnesses, not having either similar professional experience 

or prior awareness that they were about to witness a criminal incident, may perform even worse 

in authentic situations when called upon to recount what they saw as part of a criminal 
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investigation.  Further, the time lapse between a witness watching the video stimuli and the 

interview taking place was around two hours. They returned to their normal duties between the 

two events which is believed by the researchers a suitable distraction technique. Our window 

of opportunity of the training course meant that we were confined to such smaller timescales. 

While, this time period is likely to be less than that experienced by witnesses in actual cases, it 

is still longer than that found in some published studies. Nevertheless, it is recommended that 

future research includes longer periods of time be built in to their design. That said, our prior 

point concerning the study examining interviewer skill assessment remains.  

We also acknowledge that all but four of the interviews were conducted with mock 

witnesses who were backroom colleagues of the interviewers. As such, any pre-existing 

professional or personal relationship any mock witness had with an interviewer may have 

affected outcomes. However, we undertook a pre-experiment check with the senior managers 

with the agency to ensure that those interviewers and witnesses who were known to have close 

affiliations with each other were kept apart.  Nevertheless, we cannot rule out the possibility of 

their existing working relationships being a confound. At the same time, the four interviewees 

not known to the interviewers did not produce outlier results. Still, we recommend future 

research ensures that interviews are conducted with those unknown to each other. 

Finally, in connection with the national lockdown in England and Wales following the 

global pandemic, advice was given to police officers in that country by the National Investigative 

Interviewing Strategic Steering Group to interview witnesses over the telephone in 

‘straightforward’ cases (and where their vulnerability was believed not to be an issue) (National 

Investigative Interviewing Strategic Steering Group, 2020). Officers were then to compose witness 

statements from that phone conversation. What effects such a method of evidence gathering has 

upon accuracies in either witnesses’ verbal recall or the interviewer-generated written 

statements remains as yet unknown, though research is urgently recommended.     
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Conclusion  

The present study undertook an innovative paradigm of measuring eyewitness accuracy 

at two key phases of the investigative process; gathering accurate accounts from eyewitnesses 

and compiling accurate written statements. Our findings stress the importance of interviewer 

skills when gathering accurate witness accounts. While we recognise that witnesses make errors 

in when recalling events, for reasons long and repeatedly chronicled and understood, it 

nevertheless behoves researchers and practitioners (given the importance of eyewitnesses to 

both progress and outcomes of criminal investigations) to identify areas where we can minimise 

those errors. We also acknowledge that investigators have many tasks to perform when 

conducting interviews. Thus, it perhaps should not be surprising that they cannot (accurately) 

always recall all what is said by their interviewees. Gathering eyewitness testimony then can 

be fraught with error. Our findings from the present study also suggest that such fallibilities are 

compounded not only by shortfalls in either witness or investigator memory, but also by those 

can be remedied within the orbit of law enforcement; that is, by undertaking skilled 

investigative interviewing.  
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Appendix 1: Witness interviewer skills rating scale 

 
Interviewer Male/Female 

Interviewee  Male/Female 

Length of interview  

To what extent did you include the following interviewing behaviours? 

For each item circle to appropriate point on the scale and add any comments you feel are necessary 

Planning and Preparation (may not be assessed until end of interview) 

1.  Planning and preparation.  

For example, a score of 5 would 

demonstrate effective planning and 

preparation, good knowledge of 

information important to 

investigation, well thought out 

questioning strategy 

 A score of 1 would 

demonstrate poor planning 

and preparation such as case 

details insufficiently 

unknown, etc.   

5 4 3 2 1 

Comments; good/bad practice examples  

Engage and Explain phase 

2. Were the following details provided?  

2a. Date of interview Yes No 

2b. Time of commencement Yes No 

2c. Location of interview Yes No 

2d. Identification of all persons present Yes No 

3. Was the purpose of the interview explained?  

5.  (Legally correct, 

clearly & 

professionally) 

4 3 2 1 (Not explained) 

Good/bad examples  

4. Was the interview process and structure (routine and ‘route map’) explained?                                 

5  (Legally correct, 

clearly & 

professionally) 

4 3 2 1 (Not explained) 

Good/bad examples 

5. Was it explained that the interview was an opportunity for the interviewee to provide their own account? 

5   (Legally correct, 

clearly & 

professionally) 

4 3 2 1 (Not explained) 

Good/bad examples 

6a. Ground rules: report everything even small things- “ I wasn’t there/I don’t know what happened/supplying 

detail is important/ nothing too trivial or irrelevant / can ask for a break at any time 

5. (Legally correct, 

clearly & 

professionally 

4 3 2 1 (Not explained) 

6b. Ground rules: if they do not understand to say so/ if they do know to say so, to point out if interviewer 

misunderstands/ do not guess 

5. (Legally correct, 

clearly & 

professionally 

4 3 2 1. Not explained 

Good/bad examples 

7. Was there evidence of rapport building/ maintenance throughout? 

5 (Excellent rapport 

throughout) 

4 3 2 1 (No rapport attempted) 

NOTE: Does such necessary coverage extend rapport building, relaxing witness, ice-breaking, help witness 

understand that they do most of the talking etc, early empathic gestures) 

Good/bad examples 

Account phase 

8. Was the interviewee encouraged to give their free narrative of events? 
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5 (Frequent 

encouragements/ 

TED approach) 

4 3 2 1 (No encouragements, 

interruptions ) 

Good/bad practice  

9. Were the investigative topics developed/ probes and ‘WH’ questions? 

5 (Legally correct, 

clearly & 

professionally) 

4 3 2 1 (Not developed) 

Good/bad practice  

10. Was any lack of co-operation dealt with? (I.e. hostility, monosyllabic answers, reluctance )                                                                             

5(Legally correct, 

clearly & 

professionally) 

4 3 2 1 (Not dealt with) 

Good/bad practice  

11. Was there a clear, logical and appropriate structure to the interview?                                                                                                                               

5 (Appropriate) 4 3 2 1 (Inappropriate- topic 

hopping) 

12a. Was there evidence of an appropriate use of questions (i.e. predominantly open questions consistent with 

the abilities and knowledge of the interviewee, probing where and when necessary, closed only for 

clarification/confirmation of stated material - and  a lack of statement type, closed, suggestive, multiple, 

complex, forced choice, or leading questions, etc.)  

5 (Appropriate) 4 3 2 1 (Inappropriate) 

12b. Was there evidence of appropriately arranged  questioning strategies? (i.e. T.E.D type questions, leading 

to specific open and then to closed, used for probing or clarification)  

5 (Appropriate) 4 3 2 1 (Inappropriate) 

13. Was the interview kept to relevant topics? 

5 (Appropriate) 4 3 2 1 (Inappropriate) 

14. Did the interviewer use summaries and links? 

5 (Appropriate) 4 3 2 1 (Inappropriate) 

15 Did the interviewer use interviewee’s words and language 

5 Always  4 3 2 1 (Never) 

16. Was any information provided thoroughly explored? 

5 (Thoroughly) 4 3 2 1 (Not explored) 

17. Did the interviewer recognise and explore any inconsistencies? 

5 (Thoroughly) 4 3 2 1 (Not explored) 

18. Were pauses used? 

5 (Legally correct, 

clearly & 

professionally) 

4 3 2 1 (Not used) 

19. Was there evidence of Conversational management skills?                                                                                                                                    

5 (Apparent) 4 3 2 1 (Not apparent) 

20.  Was there evidence of Cognitive interview skills? 

5 (Apparent) 4 3 2 1 (Not apparent) 

Comments; good/bad practices  

21. CI - advise which CI components used  

Recall everything/Reinstatement of context/witness compatible questioning/Use of images or sketch 

maps/Encouraged to concentrate/Change temporal order/Change perspective 

Interviewer Characteristics 

To what extent did the interviewer demonstrate the following behaviour?  

22. Self confidence                                                                                                     

5 (Clear and 

confident) 

4 3 2 1 (Nervous and unsure) 

23. Open mindedness (probes new details, explores non-confirmatory details) 

5 (Non-

judgemental) 

4 3 2 1 (Persists with own 

entrenched view) 

24. Flexibility 

5 (Responds to new 

information) 

4 3 2 1 (Persists with own 

entrenched strategy) 

25. Communication skills 
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5 (Clear, 

appropriate speech) 

4 3 2 1 (Complex/unclear) 

26. Active listening                                                                                                                                                       

5 (Always) 4 3 2 1 (Never) 

27. Expresses empathy 

5 (Appropriately) 4 3 2 1 (Never) 

Comments; good/bad practices 

28. Insert if ADVOKATE used (if only in part) Yes/No - if so which components 

Amount of time under observation/Distance/Visibility/Obstruction/Known or seen before/Any reason to 

remember/Time lapse/Error or material discrepancy possibility 

Closure phase 

29. Did the interviewer summarise the whole interview?                                                                                                                        

5 Comprehensively 4 3 2 1 (No summary) 

30. Was the interviewee invited to add, alter or correct any 

issues? 

Yes No 

31. Was the interviewee informed of what may happen next?                                                                           

5 (Legally correct, 

clearly and 

professionally) 

4 3 2 1 (Not Informed) 

32. Were details provided of how to give further information?    Yes/No 

33. Did the interview use appropriate language throughout the interview Yes/No 

34. Time of finish given Yes No 

Comments; good/bad practices   

35. Overall assessment of interview  

5 Highly skilled 4 Skilled 3 Satisfactory 2 Not quite 

adequate 

1. Needs training 

 

 


